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September 29th, 2021

Attn.

HILI PREMIER ESTATES ROMANIA S.R.L.

RE: Valuation of the real estate property represented by a land plot and an office building, situated in
Bucharest, at 85A Nicolae Caramfil Street, District 1, Romania.

In accordance with our Service Agreement no. V2853 / 05.08.2021, we are pleased to submit our report on
the real estate property located in Bucharest, at 85A Nicolae Caramfil Street, represented by a land plot and
the afferent office building with a total GLA of 23,763 sqm, as of September 15th, 2021. The present report
has been prepared for the inclusion in the document to be published by the client for financial purposes in
relation with an IPO (initial public offering) process of the parent company of the Client secured by the
Property, under the requirements of Chapter 7 of the Capital Markets Rules of Malta Financial Services
Authority.
We have been able to inspect the property and, based on the inspection and information about the property
and the current market conditions, as well as the predicted tendencies of the local market, we have arrived
at a conclusion about the Market Value of the subject property.
The valuation was performed based on the valuation standards available in Romania at the valuation date.
Our opinion of value should be read taking into consideration the assumptions, comments and special
assumptions expressed in the report. Based on these assumptions, we have estimated the Market Value of
the subject property, as of September 15th, 2021, to be:

EUR 29,800,000
(Twenty Nine Million Eight Hundred Thousand Euro)
The above value is exclusive of VAT.

In line with the ANEVAR Valuation Standards, 2020 edition, the Market Value is defined as follows:
“The market value is the estimated amount for which an asset or liability should exchange on the valuation date
between a willing buyer and a willing seller, in an arm’s length transaction, after proper marketing and where the
parties had each acted knowledgeably, prudently and without compulsion.” (SEV 104 – Bases of value, paragraph
30.1)
In line with the RICS Valuation – Global Standards and ANEVAR Valuation Standards, 2020 edition, the Market
Value is defined as follows:
“The estimated amount for which an asset or liability should exchange on the valuation date between a willing buyer
and a willing seller in an arm’s length transaction, after proper marketing and where the parties had each acted
knowledgeably, prudently and without compulsion.”
The present valuation (or any other valuation) should not be considered a guarantee of any kind in regards
to the possibility of completing a sale of the subject property. Should the property be marketed
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correspondingly, a willing buyer be found and the seller not be constrained to sell in a short period of time,
the property should achieve the estimated value.
We assert that we have no interest in the subject property either present or prospective, and that our fee has
no relationship to the value submitted. Colliers Valuation and Advisory does not guarantee the fulfillment of
any estimates contained within this report although they have been conscientiously prepared on the basis of
our research and information made available to us. Subsequently, our valuation figures should be considered
as “best estimates” of the achievable values.

Respectfully,
Colliers Valuation and Advisory

OCTAVIAN
TROFIN
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Digitally signed by
OCTAVIAN TROFIN
Date: 2021.09.30
18:36:35 +03'00'

REFERENCES TERMS
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Identification and status of the valuer
The present report has been performed by Colliers Valuation and Advisory, ANEVAR corporate member
(identification no. 0330) and Anca Baldea (ANEVAR identification no. 10464) and Aurelia Stefania Bobe
(ANEVAR identification no. 18318), as independent valuers:
Anca Baldea

Aurelia Stefania Bobe

Director

Senior Associate

ANEVAR And MRICS

ANEVAR

Experience Of 15 Years

Experience Of 6 Years

Education - BSc In Management

Education - MSc In Financial Management And Investments

Academy Of Economic Studies, Bucharest

Academy Of Economic Studies, Bucharest

Colliers fulfills the professional conditions required to complete a valuation of a real estate property. Colliers
Valuation and Advisory is a member of ANEVAR (National Association of the Romanian Valuers) and the
valuers employed in completing the present report have attended the required professional training and are
in the possession of a real estate valuer certification.
Colliers Valuation and Advisory has the current headquarters in AFI Park Floreasca, located at 169 Calea
Floreasca, Building A, 2nd floor, office 2, District 1, Bucharest, Romania.
The valuer is in position to provide an objective and unbiased valuation.
The valuer has no material connection or involvement with the subject of the valuation or the party
commissioning the valuation.

Identification of the client
The report has been prepared for HILI PREMIER ESTATES ROMANIA SRL.

Identification of the beneficiary
The beneficiary of the present valuation report is HILI PREMIER ESTATES ROMANIA SRL.

Identification of the asset to be valued and property rights valued
The subject property is represented by a land plot and the afferent office building with a total GLA of 23,763
sqm, located in Bucharest, at 85A Nicolae Caramfil Street, District 1.
The property rights appraised are “Fee Simple Estate”. The fee simple ownership includes a “bundle of rights”
which embraces the right to use the property, to sell it, to lease it, to enter it, or to give it away. It also includes
the right to refuse to take any of these actions. These rights and privileges are limited by powers of
government, which relate to taxation, eminent domain, police power and escheat.
We have disregarded the existence of any mortgage, debenture or other charge to which the property may
be subject, and assumed that the property is free and clear of all debts, according to valuation practice.
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Currency
All the values in the present report are estimated in EUR as this is the reference currency used on the local
real estate market. The exchange currency as of the valuation date is 1 EUR = 4.9148 RON.

Purpose of valuation
We have been asked by the client to estimate the Market Value of the property situated at 85A Nicolae
Caramfil Street, District 1, Bucharest Romania, given the present conditions of the real estate market. We
understand that our report is required for the inclusion in the document to be published by the client for
financial purposes in relation with an IPO (initial public offering) process of the parent company of the Client
secured by the Property, under the requirements of Chapter 7 of the Capital Markets Rules of Malta Financial
Services Authority.

Basis of value
In line with the RICS Valuation – Global Standards, published by the Royal Institute of the Chartered Surveyors
(RICS) and ANEVAR Valuation Standards, published by the National Association of Authorized Romanian
Valuers (ANEVAR), current editions, the Market Value is defined as:
“The estimated amount for which an asset or liability should exchange on the valuation date between a willing buyer
and a willing seller in an arm’s length transaction, after proper marketing and where the parties had each acted
knowledgeably, prudently and without compulsion.”

Valuation approach and reasoning
There are basically three methods that can be used to determine the Market Value of a real estate property:
the market approach, the income approach and the cost approach.
According to SEV 105 (Income Approach, paragraph 40.2), income approach should be applied and afforded
significant weight under the following circumstances:
a)
b)

the income-producing ability of the asset is the critical element affecting value from a participant
perspective, and/or
reasonable projections of the amount and timing of future income are available for the subject asset, but
there are few, if any, relevant market comparables.

Thereby, given the two aspects above mentioned are accomplished and by also considering the credibility,
relevance and reliability of information on which we have based our assessment, in accordance with the
recommendations of the ANEVAR Valuation Standards and with the terms of our engagement, we consider
that the income approach is the most suitable in determining the Market Value of the property.
According to GEV 630 (Income Approach, paragraph 58), within the income approach there are two different
methods of valuation: the Discounted Cash-Flow Analysis (DCF) and the Direct Capitalization (DC). The first is
recommended to be used for projects where the existing income may suffer changes in the future and/or for
properties that are the subject of several lease agreements.
As the building is already rented out to multiple tenants and is subject to different contractual terms,
generating a certain income for the next 10 years, we have applied the DCF methodology by taking into
consideration all the factors that might influence the level of the rents and are included in the signed
contracts. Also, the subject valuation had to include all the predictions for the future incomes that are going
to be produced by the building at the end of the existing contracts.
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Date of inspection
The property was inspected by Colliers’ representative on August 23rd, 2021. It was performed the interior
and exterior inspection for understand the characteristics and qualities of the Property and its surroundings,
to evaluate the level of finishes, to establish what could influence the value of the Property, and to confirm
its current use.

Date of valuation
The subject property has been valued as of September 15th, 2021, which is to be considered the Valuation
Date.

Sources of information
The analysis set out in this report relies on written and verbal information obtained from a variety of sources
inside and outside the client company that we consider reliable.
The documents provided to us by the client were as follows:
-

Land Book Excerpt 85406 / 05.08.2021;
Building Permit no. 1557/230/C/23556 from 19.10.2006;
Building Permit no. 873/88/C/44261 from 14.12.2009;
Minutes at the end of works no. 1 from 12.12.2011;
Minutes of final reception from 12.06.2012;
Site plan;
Cadastral documentation
BOMA areas;
Energy Performance Certificate;
Architectural memorandum;
Current rent-roll;
Other relevant information.

Due to the general lack of public information, data sources included, where appropriate, our existing files,
local real estate agents, vendors and purchasers active in the market and in some cases newspaper classified
advertising sections.
If any information or assumptions on which the valuation is based are subsequently found to be incorrect,
the value estimated in the present report may also be incorrect and should be reconsidered.
We did not complete:
-

title registration at the court registry;
environmental review of the property;
building measurements;
a survey or investigation into the bearing qualities of the soils.

Extent of investigations
We do not have any information about potential contamination issues. At the time of inspection there were
no signs indicating a potential contamination.
Also, there is not any material contravention of statutory requirements.
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According to the information received by the client’s representatives, the subject property is not lease IntraGroup or occupied by the Group.

Assumptions and special assumptions
According to ANEVAR Valuation Standards, 2020 edition:
„All significant assumptions and special assumptions that are to be made in the conduct and reporting of the
valuation assignment must be identified.”
„In addition to stating the basis of value, it is often necessary to make an assumption or multiple assumptions to
clarify either the state of the asset in the hypothetical exchange or the circumstances under which the asset is
assumed to be exchanged. Such assumptions can have a significant impact on value.
These types of assumptions generally fall into one of two categories:
(a) assumed facts that are consistent with, or could be consistent with, those existing at the date of valuation, and
(b) assumed facts that differ from those existing at the date of valuation.
Assumptions related to facts that are consistent with, or could be consistent with, those existing at the date of
valuation may be the result of a limitation on the extent of the investigations or enquiries undertaken by the valuer.
Where assumed facts differ from those existing at the date of valuation, it is referred to as a “special assumption”.
Special assumptions are often used to illustrate the effect of possible changes on the value of an asset. They are
designated as “special” so as to highlight to a valuation user that the valuation conclusion is contingent upon a
change in the current circumstances or that it reflects a view that would not be taken by participants generally on
the valuation date.
All assumptions and special assumptions must be reasonable under the circumstances, be supported by evidence,
and be relevant having regard to the purpose for which the valuation is required.” (SEV 104 – Bases of value,
paragraph. 200.1 – 200.5)

COVID19 DISCALIMER
The outbreak of the Novel Coronavirus (COVID-19), declared by the World Health Organization as a
“pandemic” on 11.03.2020, has impacted many aspects of daily life and the global economy – with real estate
markets generally experiencing significantly lower levels of transactional activity and liquidity. As at the
valuation date, property markets in certain sectors have begun to function with transaction volumes
providing an adequate quantum of comparable market evidence upon which to base opinions of value. This
has resulted in the use of the Material Uncertainty Clause as set out in VPS 3 and VPGA 10 of the RICS
Valuation – Global Standards being lifted for prime products on the real estate market. However, given the
potential future impact that COVID-19 might have on the real estate market, with many business practices
and behaviors changing either temporarily or permanently, we recommend that you keep evaluating this
property every 6 months.

Restrictions on use, distribution or publication
This report is strictly confidential and should not be distributed or made available to any person or entity
outside the client without prior written consent of Colliers International, except for the purpose the present
document was issued.
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Confirmation of conformity
The present valuation has been completed in accordance to the ANEVAR (National Association of Romanian
Valuers) Valuation Standards, 2020 edition, which incorporate the International Valuation Standards (IVS),
2020 edition, as published by the International Valuation Standards Council (IVSC), as well as other standards
and methodological guides developed by ANEVAR, through which the consistency with the European
Valuation Standards (EVS) is also insured.
The methodology is also in accordance with the RICS Valuation Standards (known as Red Book), 2020,
published by the Royal Institute of the Chartered Surveyors (RICS).
The main chapters relevant to the present valuation from the above mentioned standards are:
-

SEV 100 – Framework

-

SEV 101 – Scope of work

-

SEV 102 – Investigation and Compliance

-

SEV 103 – Reporting

-

SEV 104 – Bases of Value

-

SEV 105 – Valuation approaches and methods

-

SEV 230 – Real Property Interests

-

GEV 630 – Real Estate Valuation

The facts presented in the report are correct and reflect our most pertinent knowledge.
The analysis and conclusion presented in the report are subject to the assumptions and special assumptions
expressed in the report.
We assert that we have no interest in the subject property either present or prospective, and that our fee has
no relationship to the value submitted.

Amount of Valuation
We have estimated the Market Value of the subject property, as of September 15th, 2021, to be EUR
29,800,000 rounded from EUR 29,845,239.

Date of the valuation report
The report has been issued as of September 29th, 2021.
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GENERAL OVERVIEW
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Romania – economic overview
2021: So far, so good...
As we published last year’s mid-year report, when we were a few months in the pandemic, we believed that
Romania would stand to outperform its European peers, see a decent run in 2021 and recover its prepandemic level of activity by the end of 2022. Even though these expectations seemed quite optimistic at that
time, we were (thankfully) wrong: Romania has already finalized its recovery as of first quarter of 2021, when
its GDP reached, in real terms, pre-pandemic levels. Of course, the economy is drastically different than how
it was a year and a half ago and a lot of things will never be the same – from the way we work to how
companies are faring from sector to sector. One of the recurring themes for this recovery is its uneven
character, with some sectors barely blinking throughout the last year and a half and others teetering, unsure
how long their recovery would last, though it may not come for some.
That said, the Romanian economy has been driven in its recovery by a wide array of sectors. One of these is,
of course, consumption, which, in turn, was buoyed by the resilient labour market. Not only did Romania lose
far fewer jobs during the 2020 downturn than during the 2009-2010 recession (some 100,000 between the
peak level of employment and the trough, a figure 7 times smaller than after the previous recession), but the
recovery is already more than halfway completed as of Spring 2021 and for many economic sectors, nearterm hiring intentions look reasonable or even comparable to their 2016-2019 peak. As such, private sector
wage growth is already back in double-digit territory and stood at c.13% in May 2021 in YoY terms, according
to our estimates. As a sidenote, we want to emphasize that not all consumption components have been
behaving the same way, as big ticket purchases (like cars) and some categories of goods and services
(holidays, clothing) remain below 2019 highs; consequently, on an aggregate basis, private consumption had
recovered just around 80% of its pre-pandemic peak level as of Q1 2021, though the very visible retail sales
index sits comfortably above 2019 levels.
Investment-led recovery (real terms, index, 2019 = 100)
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Source: Colliers, Eurostat

Even more positive is the fact that investments are a vital component of the recovery, which should support
job creation and wages down the road, which in turn drive the GDP, making the overall growth much more
sustainable. In fact, in real terms (i.e., at constant prices), capital expenditures stood at post-2008 highs in Q3
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2020 and Q1 2021. Meanwhile, exports of goods and services at constant prices are now just some 2% below
pre-pandemic highs, after plunging nearly 30% in Q2 2020 versus Q1 2020.
On a sectorial basis, the recovery has been quite heterogenous, but most sectors are back in black. It is
important to single out manufacturing, construction and certain services (like IT&C) as drivers behind this
growth spurt.
We can also report some improvements with regards to Romania’s fundamentals. For instance, Romania’s
fiscal balance was forecasted for 2021 at a level of c.7% of GDP after nearly 10% of GDP in 2020, both of which
are some of the worst levels in the EU. The budget program foresaw a 4.7% deficit at the end of the first half
of 2021 but managed to end with a gap of c.3% thanks to the overperforming economy, quite encouraging in
terms of the fiscal consolidation.
Wages, not loans, driving consumption growth
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Where to from now?
While we started the year with a GDP growth call for 2021 around 4%, as the good economic numbers kept
coming in, this estimate has gradually crept up. More recently, the summer forecast from the European
Commission for Romania stood at 7.4%, the best figure in the European Union; some, including the prime
minister, argue that even this may be surpassed in the end, even mentioning a figure of at least 10%. Still,
this reopening bonanza is likely to cool off going into 2022, though upcoming major investments should keep
things lively. That is, as long as politics do not get in the way, though there is a risk that this may happen, with
all 3 parties in the ruling coalition constantly rocking the boat and taking jabs at one another.
Romania still has some untapped growth resources; for instance, the percentage of manufacturing and
services companies saying they cannot find employees is far smaller than in most other CEE economies,
though, of course, workforce shortages localized in certain economic sectors (IT&C) or regions of the country
are a reality, but they are not as bad as for some neighbours; still, as a sidenote, sharp ups and downs are
quite possible in this period, as Romania’s own hiring index has pulled back quite a lot after nearing decade
highs back in April 2021. Furthermore, we are moderately optimistic that ongoing investments set in motion
by the government will lead to unlocking some growth potential down the road (for instance, even without
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counting upcoming EU funds, investments in highways have increased several times compared to 2018 or
2019); on the flipside, much more needs to be done in the education sector.
Near-term hiring intentions offer reason for optimism, Romania looking to grow faster than some European
peers
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It’s not all sunshine and rainbows beyond the big headline numbers, as Romania’s fundamentals are still
pretty weak compared to regional peers (Romania’s fiscal and current account deficits are the widest among
eastern EU member states). And if something were to happen to the accommodative conditions in the global
financial markets, Romania would suffer more than the likes of Poland or Czechia. There are also quite a lot
of things that can go wrong. For instance, Romania lags greatly most western European countries in terms of
its vaccination campaign and the delta variant of the coronavirus could spell quite a bit of trouble come
autumn. Also, there is the lingering question of inflation globally: is the higher inflation (in the US, core CPI is
at its highest level since the early ‘90s) transitory and will largely dissipate by this time next year or is it here
to stay? Because if it’s the latter scenario, it means that interest rates in developed economies will have to
increase faster and sooner than markets are anticipating and this would lead to quite negative consequences
for emerging economies like Romania, notably a higher sovereign risk cost. Lastly, there are some concerns
that the reopening boom taking place in the large economies will peter out eventually, with some emerging
signs from the US and Eurozone backing up this view to a certain extent.
Summing up, there are still more reasons to cheer and be optimistic for the near-term outlook while the
longer term picture still suggests Romania will remain an outlier in terms of growth, but there are also quite
a lot of things to remain wary, which can turn the global economy 180 degrees on a dime.
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Bucharest – General Overview

Bucharest is the capital city of Romania, the most populated city and the most important economic centre of
the country. It is located in the south, on the banks of the river Dambovita, within Ilfov county, whose official
residence it is, without actually being part of the territory administered by it. Bucharest has a special status
in the country, being the only city that does not belong to any county. Ilfov county is bordered by the following
counties: Prahova to the north, Ialomita to the north – east, Calarasi to the south – east, Giurgiu to the south
and south – west and Dambovita to the north – west.
From an administrative point of view, Bucharest is divided into six districts, which are positioned radially and
numbered clockwise, covering a total area of 228 km2. According to the latest Census of Population and
Housing from 2011, Bucharest has a population of 1,883,425 inhabitants, ranking first nationwide, surpassing
the population of any county, whereas Ilfov county has an area of 1,583 km2 and a population of 388,738
inhabitants.
Bucharest is served by the most developed public transportation network in Romania, composed of a subway
system (operated by Metrorex) and a surface transport network consisting of buses, trolleybuses, trams and
light rail (operated by RATB). Additionally, several taxi companies have routes throughout the city.
In Bucharest there are currently two operational airports: Henri Coanda International Airport and Aurel Vlaicu
International Airport, the first being the largest airport in Romania.
Bucharest is Romania's main railway junction, being connected to the country’s major cities, as well as to the
European rail network. Five main railway lines start from Bucharest, towards all cardinal points of the country.
The most important railway station is Gara de Nord.
Bucharest is the main hub of the national road network, being the starting point for 3 highways (A1 towards
Pitesti, A2 towards Constanta and A3 towards Ploiesti) and 9 national roads, which connect it to the main
cities in Romania and the European road network.
In Ilfov, Otopeni, there is the largest airport in Romania, Henri Coanda airport. It serves Bucharest, Ilfov and
other areas in southern Romania and northern Bulgaria.
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Because it surrounds Bucharest, Ilfov county is crossed by all seven main national roads starting from
Bucharest such as A1 (west), A2 (east) and A3 (north). Other roads that pass through the county are DN1A (in
the northwest) and Bucharest beltway.
Also, the main railway lines that cross Ilfov and start from Bucharest are: Bucharest-Ploiesti (with Chitila,
Buftea and Peris train stations); Bucharest-Urziceni (with Mogosoaia, Baloteşti, Caciulati and Moara Vlasiei
train stations), Bucharest-Constanta (with Pantelimon, Pasarea and Branesti train stations), Bucharest-Videle
(with Chiajna train station).
According to the latest information published by the National Commission for Prognosis and the National
Institute of Statistics, Bucharest ranks first nationwide in terms of economic performance (i.e. GDP per
capita):

Population*

GDP per
capita
(EUR)**

Real GDP
growth (%)**

Net monthly
average
earnings
(EUR)***

Unemployment
rate (%)***

1,883,425

28,435

-3.40%

881

1.2

Cluj

691,106

15,801

-1.10%

799

1.5

Timis

68,354

13,747

-5.60%

715

1.0

Brasov

549,217

13,364

-4.00%

616

2.3

Constanta

684,082

12,914

-7.00%

630

2.5

Ilfov

388,738

12,725

-3.20%

683

0.5

Prahova

762,886

11,612

-2.70%

636

2.8

Arges

612,431

9,927

-9.30%

628

3.5

Iasi

772,348

9,143

-3.50%

666

2.9

Dolj

660,544

8,590

-4.00%

629

6.8

County

Bucharest

* According to the latest census organized at national level in 2011 (final data, published in July 2013);
** Data estimated 2020 (published in February 2021 by the National Prognosis Commision);
*** Data available for 2020.
Source: National Commission for Prognosis, National Institute of Statistics

Bucharest city stretches on 228 square kilometers, ranking 4th at a national level. In terms of population,
Bucharest occupies the 1st place, counting an absolute number of 1,883,425 inhabitants.
The net average monthly salary for Bucharest city has increased from April 2020 (878 EUR) to April 2021 (960
EUR), with approx. 9%. For 2020, the net average salary in Bucharest County was 881 EUR, approx. 29% higher
than the national average (684 EUR).
In Bucharest, the unemployment rate during April 2020 to April 2021 has remained at the same level of 1.2%.
The average unemployment rate for 2020 in Bucharest was 1.2%, situated at a significantly lower level than
the national average of 3.1%.
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PROPERTY DESCRIPTION
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Legal description and tenure
We have received a copy of the Excerpt from the Land Book no. 213391, issued on 05.08.2021, stating that
the land plot with a total area of 4,252 sqm and the construction existing on it is owned by HILI PREMIER
ESTATES ROMANIA SRL.
The legal address of the subject property is 85A, Nicolae Caramfil Street, District 1, Bucharest.
In accordance with the Land Book Excerpt no. 85406/05.08.2021, the property is affected by encumbrances
represented by the lease agreements in favour of the tenants and mortgage in favour of Banca Comerciala
Romana SA. According to the valuation practice, we have valued the subject premises as free of any
encumbrances.

Location
The subject property is located in the northern part of Bucharest. In the last years, the area was transformed
in a mix use development in terms of real estate, especially in the segment of office developments.
The exact address of the property is 85A, Nicolae Caramfil Street, District 1, Bucharest, Romania.
Area characteristics
The analyzed property is located in northern Bucharest, on Nicolae Caramfil Street, within an area with a
predominantly luxury residential character, with new residential projects (blocks with low number of
apartments and houses), for middle-income or higher- income people.
The most important advantage of the area is the proximity to Regele Mihai I Park, the largest park in
Bucharest, with an area of more than 110 ha, with a lake stretching over 74 ha, where there being several
entertainment options.
Barbu Vacarescu is the eastern limit of the most exclusive residential area in Bucharest, delimited to the west
by Ion Mihalache Boulevard, and includes first-class districts such as Primaverii, Dorobanti or Kiseleff.
Also, the Floreasca area was mainly developed as a residential district before 1989. The district consists
mainly of small blocks of flats up to 4 levels with units with small surfaces.
Besides the strong residential use, the vicinities also feature an important office character mostly developed
in the last 10 years, shown by several buildings (Globalworth Tower, Globalworth Plaza, Green Court Complex,
AFI Lakeview, AFI Park Floreasca, Gara Herastrau, Oregon Park, Equilibrium etc.).
The area is facilitated by the Promenada shopping center located at about 2 km from the subject property.
Except for the residential and office constructions, there are also few commercial spaces occupied by:
Unicredit Bank and ING on Pipera Road, Vivo – Fusion Food Bar and CEC Bank on Floreasca Road and
McDonald’s, Carrefour, Kaufland and Mega Image on Barbu Vacarescu.
Also, near to the subject property we can find Mandaloun restaurant, ZenSushi Nordului, Synevo Clinic,
Medical Center Emerald, Ramada Hotel, etc.
Specific location
The analyzed property is located on Nicolae Caramfil Street, in an area with a predominant residential
character.
Please find below a map showing the specific location of subject property.
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Subject property

Access
The subject property is easily accessible by the car, through Nicolae Caramfil Street. The street is in good
physical condition and it has 2 lanes in each direction.
Nicolae Caramfil Street is one of the main arteries of the Bucharest and offers connections to different areas
of the city.
Public transport in the area is provided by RATB (bus no. 112 and no. 301). The closest subway station is Aurel
Vlaicu at about 2 km away from the subject property.
Visibility
The property has a good visibility from Nicolae Caramfil Street, being located in main plan towards the street.
Conclusion - Location
The location of the property is good taking into consideration the character of the area.

Property description
Site description
According to the received Land Book Excerpt 85406 / 05.08.2021, the land plot has an area of 4,252 sqm and
the construction represented by an office building, with a height regime of 3B+GF+4F+5Fwithdraw has a total
footprint of 3,280 sqm (including the terrace and the two access ramps).
The site is connected to all the necessary public utility networks: electricity, sewerage, gas and water.
The land plot of 4,252 sqm is identified with the cadastral number 213391 and the constructions with the
cadastral number 213391-C1, 213391-C2, 213391-C3, 213391-C4.
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We do not have any information about potential contamination issues. At the time of inspection there were
no signs indicating a potential contamination.
Construction description
According to the Building Permit no. 1557.230.C23556 from 19.10.2006 and no. 873.88.C44261 from
14.12.2009 and the Minutes at the end of the works 12.12.2011 and Minutes of final reception 12.06.2012,
the office building was built in 2011.
According to the Land Book Excerpt 85406 / 05.08.2021 and the cadastral documents, the office building has
a total footprint of 3,280 sqm (including the terrace and the two access ramps) and a total built area of 34,029
sqm, as follows:
Cad. No.

Construction
footprint (sqm)

Total built
area (sqm)

Type of
construction

213391-C1

2,943

33,692

Office building

213391-C2

197

197

Terrace

213391-C3

73

73

Access ramp

213391-C4

67

67

Access ramp

The office building includes a total GLA of 23,763 sqm, as follows:
Type of space

GLA (sqm)

Office

18,178

Retail

58

Other Spaces

5,527
23,763

Parking

269 units

Exterior - land

10 sqm

The office building has a height regime of 3B+GF+4F+5F withdraw and it has the current destination of a
hospital with retail spaces. In 2014 were made refurbishment works of the office building for the current
destination, according to the technical memorandum, such as:
·
·
·

new interior compartments, in accordance with the hospital use;
new finishes;
new sanitary installations, HVAC, interior hydrants, sprinklers, electrical installations, gas
installations, etc.

Constructive System
The resistance structure is made with a reinforced concrete foundation, and the superstructure is mixed:
columns, diaphragms, beams, and reinforced concrete floors.
Exterior walls and finishes
The facade is of the semi-structural curtain type with aluminum carpentry and insulated windows with
thermal barrier. The exterior finishes are made of dry-mounted aluminum cassettes and outdoor plaster.
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Interior walls and finishing
The interior partitions are made of plasterboard panels and glass with aluminum carpentry.
Interior Finishes:
·
·
·

Walls - dry plasters, semi-washable paint, PVC-wallpaper, and tile;
Floor— conductive PVC floor, granite, moquette, non-slip tiles;
Ceilings – coffered ceilings and continuous plasterboard ceilings with washable paint.

Parking
The office building is provided with 269 parking spaces (underground units).
As a result, the parking ratio is 1 cps/88 sqm of office leasable area. Considering the fact that nowadays the
best Class A office buildings have a parking ratio of 1 cps/50 sqm of GLA, the parking of the subject property
is sufficient.
Please find below pictures of the subject property at the moment of the inspection.
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Highest and Best Use
As stated in the ANEVAR Valuation Standards, 2020 edition:
“The market value of an asset will reflect its highest and best use. The highest and best use is the use of an asset
that maximizes its potential and that is physically possible, legally permissible and financially feasible. The highest
and best use may be for continuation of an asset’s existing use or for some alternative use. This is determined by
the use that a market participant would have in mind for the asset when formulating the price that it would be
willing to bid.” (SEV 104 – Bases of value, paragraph 30.4)
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Furthermore,
“The determination of the highest and best use involves consideration of the following:
a.
b.

c.

to establish whether a use is physically possible, regard will be had to what would be considered
reasonable by participants,
to reflect the requirement to be legally permissible, any legal restrictions on the use of the asset, eg, town
planning/zoning designations, need to be taken into account as well as the likelihood that these restrictions
will change,
the requirement that the use be financially feasible takes into account whether an alternative use that is
physically possible and legally permissible will generate sufficient return to a typical participant, after
taking into account the costs of conversion to that use, over and above the return on the existing use.” (SEV
104 – Bases of value, paragraph 140.5)

Considering the location of the property and the specific character of the area, we consider that the highest
and best use of the property can be achieved by an office development.

Tenant Mix
Summary – ART BUSINESS CENTER 7
Indicator Name

Value

Measurement Unit

GLA

23,763

sqm

Occupancy rate

100

%

Estimated average rent (office spaces)

9.21

EUR/sqm/month

Occupancy
Currently, the building is 100% leased.

Contract Term
The building is leased to companies from medical services – Delta Health Trade, Delta Health Care and Centrul
Medical Unirea - which have lease contracts for a period of 20 years, respectively 10 years (Centrul Medical
Unirea)
An area of 75 sqm is lease to two retail companies, having lease contracts for a period of 3 years, respectively
7 years.
Please find below a table with the period of the lease agreement:

Office
Office
Office
Office
Storage
Office
Storage
Office

Lease
Starting
Date
28-May-14
28-May-14
28-May-14
28-May-14
28-May-14
28-May-14
28-May-14
28-May-14

Lease
Ending
Date
15-Dec-34
15-Dec-34
15-Dec-34
15-Dec-34
15-Dec-34
15-Dec-34
15-Dec-34
15-Dec-34

Contractual
period
(years)
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

LAGARDERE TRAVEL RETAIL SRL

Retail

15-Dec-16

14-Dec-23

7

LAGARDERE TRAVEL RETAIL SRL

Storage

15-Dec-16

14-Dec-23

7

Tenant
DELTA HEALTH TRADE SRL
DELTA HEALTH TRADE SRL (Kinetic)
DELTA HEALTH TRADE SRL
DELTA HEALTH CARE SRL
DELTA HEALTH CARE SRL
DELTA HEALTH CARE SRL
DELTA HEALTH CARE SRL
DELTA HEALTH CARE SRL
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Type of Space

CENTRUL MEDICAL UNIREA SRL (DHT)

Office

01-Sep-14

31-Aug-24

10

SOBRE EL GUSTO SRL

Retail

15-Apr-19

27-Apr-22

3

Rental Levels
The average rent on the office space (including common areas) is 9.21 EUR/sqm/month.
The asking rent for office spaces in comparable areas is currently between 9 and 15 EUR/sqm/month
depending on the specific features of each building. Taking into consideration the fact that the office building
has a hospital destination, and it has technical specifications in accordance with the current destination, we
estimate that the headline rent will stabilize at the inferior limit of the rent interval, at the level of 9
EUR/sqm/month, being a sustainable rent given the above. We have taken into consideration 6 free rent
months offered as incentive at the renewal of the contracts.
The average rent for the retail spaces is of about 21.22 EUR/cps/month. In the future, we estimate that the
storage and other spaces will be rented at 20 EUR/sqm/month, respectively 30 EUR/sqm/month a normal
level for this type of spaces
In the case of storage, the average rent is 2.35 EUR/sqm/month. In the future, we estimate that the storage
and other spaces will be rented at 3 EUR/sqm/month.

SWOT Analysis
Strengths
·

Weaknesses

Good location in the northern part

·

of Bucharest;
·

Hard traffic conditions at rush
hours in the area.

Very good public transportation
links;

·
·

Good technical specifications;
Promenada shopping centre across
the

street

from

the

analyzed

property.
Opportunities
·
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Increasing catchment area of the
hospital considering the character
of the neighborhood developed
both on the residential and office
segments

Threats
·

High office supply in the area.

REAL ESTATE MARKET
OVERVIEW
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Bucharest Office Market Overview
SUPPLY
Out of the c.260,000 sqm of new modern offices expected for 2021, just 36,000 sqm have been delivered thus
far into 2021, with the completion of Skanska’s Campus 6.2 (close to 19,800 sqm) and Tiriac Imobiliare’s Tiriac
Tower (16,500 sqm) being the major additions. These additions finally took Bucharest’s modern office stock
above the 3 million sqm handle. Overall, quite a busy second half is setting up, though some of the upcoming
deliveries may very well end up being finalized in the first part of 2022 rather than the final months of this
year.
DEMAND
Market activity remains subdued with limited signs of perking up to pre-pandemic levels, mostly on account
of still elevated uncertainties. Companies continue to have no clarity on when they would be returning to
their offices with most employees. This is due to fresh concerns about a new coronavirus wave, particularly
amid the fact that Romania could be hit harder than most countries in the region, on account of a much lower
vaccination rate; consequently, in general, between 10 and 20% of employees are back in office on a constant
basis and the long-awaited return to offices for at least 50% of employees will likely have to wait at least a
couple of quarters.
In this backdrop, gross demand for modern office spaces contracted by nearly 10% in the first semester of
2021 (112,000 sqm) versus a year ago, with new demand (c.38,000 sqm) down by in excess of 15%. Still, in
comparison to a very good period, like the first half of 2018, new demand is down by 54%. Both figures are
at odds with the fact that the labour market is going from strength to strength, with near term hiring
intentions (from IT&C to various other professional services) already at or close to pre-pandemic levels. But,
as managers are still exploring/designing their new model for post-pandemic work (with the mix between
office and remote work being decided on a case-by-case basis/from company to company), companies are
tackling their real estate needs with caution and some are seeing a need for a lower office footprint in the
future due to the hybrid work model. However, this labour market strength should protect the office market
to some extent and particularly the prime office buildings, which have solid blue-chip companies likely seeing
good returns.2020 turned out to be the softest market this cycle
Bucharest office market: demand versus vacancy
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Source: Colliers Research
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Otherwise, on a sectorial basis, there’s no big change in the fact that IT&C remains the driver of the market,
with nearly half of the reported transactions, but with quite a lot of input from industrial and other
professional services.
RENTS AND VACANCY
Vacancy has climbed to a 7-year high of 15.75% at the end of the first semester, up from 11.25% a year ago
(and 10% mid-2019). One aspect to keep in mind is that the market is much more developed than when
vacancy was at such levels, in 2014, as the modern office stock back then stood at roughly 1.7 million sqm
versus just over 3 million sqm presently. As another observation, newer/more qualitative buildings tend to
perform much better in terms of overall occupancy, thanks to their appeal as well as rock-solid tenant
companies, quite a lot of which continue to expand.
Overall, we are/find ourselves, very clearly, in a tenant market and as such, we have been noticing pressures
on the aggregate rent level, though maybe on net effective levels rather than headline rents. We can also
note that while the average net effective rent for Bucharest is probably some 10% lower than before the
pandemic, this is mostly due to older and less qualitative buildings, which had to offer more incentives to
attract or retain tenants than newer buildings; the sublease stock (of at least 80,000 sqm by our own
measurements, likely an underestimated figure), which offer good fitted-out alternatives for very attractive
rents, pressure even more the less competitive office spaces. In the case of new buildings, up to par with
modern standards in developed markets in Western Europe or the USA, things have not and will, most likely,
not change rent-wise.
OUTLOOK
The Bucharest office market is in a bit of a difficult spot, but as we have previously stated, the damage has
not been even; in fact, it is noteworthy that two of Bucharest’s newest additions (Skanska’s Campus 6.2 and
6.3) were sold to an Austrian investor for a post-2008 record yield of 6.75%. So, for some, the next years will
be business as usual, while others will suffer. The gap between old/less qualitative projects and new/up-topar older buildings will likely widen on all fronts.
On the flipside, this difficult market plus the much higher construction costs will likely dampen enthusiasm
for new developments (deliveries in 2022 and beyond are likely to remain below 100,000 sqm/year), which
should quicken the eventual recovery of the local office market. We continuously bring this figure up, but it
is even more relevant in this context: the office stock/capita is several times smaller in Bucharest than in most
other Western European capitals.
Questions about the future remain and unfortunately, there is still little clarity to be handed out. As a purely
empirical observation, we noticed (including in concluded deals) that quite a few companies seem to be
thinking that, after the pandemic, they may not have more than 50-60% of their employees at the office at a
given moment in time. So, this, together with a usual buffer of 10-15% to account for potential future rises of
staff, means that they would need to cut back their presently occupied office space by 20-30% at renewal.
Still, this is far from being a rule and as we stressed earlier, decisions are taken on a case-by-case basis, as
companies which have been expanding quite a lot recently (like IT&C firms) may very well end up keeping
their presently occupied surface at contract renewal, as the reduced need for offices due to a hybrid work
model would be balanced out by the higher employment.

Please find below a presentation of the analyzed area office buildings:
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CARAMFIL 25 OFFICE BUILDING
Location
Delivery date
Total GLA
Parking
Asking rent
Vacancy rate

25 Nicolae Caramfil Street
n.a.
3,720 sqm
68
15 EUR/sqm/month
29%

CARAMFIL 87 OFFICE BUILDING
Location
Delivery date

87 Nicolae Caramfil Street
Q2 2009

Total GLA

2,800 sqm

Parking

22 spaces

Asking rent
Vacancy rate

12 EUR/sqm/month
0%

Caramfil 71-73 / Art Business Center 5
Location
Delivery date

71 Nicolae Caramfil Street
Q3 2009

Total GLA

12,796 sqm

Parking

194 spaces

Asking rent
Vacancy rate

11.50 EUR/sqm/month
35%

CARAMFIL 53 OFFICE BUILDING
Location
Delivery date

53 Nicolae Caramfil Street
Q2 2007

Total GLA

3,360 sqm

Parking

70 spaces

Asking rent
Vacancy rate

12.5 EUR/sqm/month
5%

ONE HERASTRAU OFFICE – OFFICE 1
Location
Delivery date

7, 685 sqm

Parking

222 spaces

Vacancy rate

Confidential

June 2019

Total GLA

Asking rent
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30-32 Daniel Danielopolu Street

14.50 EUR/sqm/month
57%

Investment Market Overview
CEE INVESTEMNT MARKET
End-2020 prime yields and change compared to 2019 (%)
Bucharest

Industrial

Warsaw

Prague

7%

5.25%

5.65%

4.25%

(flat)

(+0.25ppt)

(+0.15ppt)

(flat)

6.75%

6.25%

(+0.25ppt)

(+0.75ppt)

8%

7.00%

6.25%

5%

(-0.25ppt)

(flat)

(-0.25ppt)

(-0.25ppt)

Office
Retail

Budapest

n/a

5.25%
(+0.50ppt)

Source: Colliers Research
2020 delivered some of the poorest results for the CEE-6 region in the past decade, with total real estate
investment deals dropping by a quarter over 2019, to EUR 10.4bn. That said, given the overall context, it was
not a particularly bad year as deals could not be closed due to the overall context and uncertainties related
to future revenue streams (so the overall global context). Furthermore, on a positive note, we can note a lack
of available products as well, as most owners are either long-term holders or waiting for markets to settle
rather then selling at a discount. Otherwise, yields increased quite a bit, mostly for retail assets and, to a
lesser extent, for offices – as these have had a pretty good run in the last decade, while industrial assets saw
some compression.
ROMANIA INVESTMENT MARKET
GENERAL OVERVIEW
Investment volumes in Romania printed at nearly EUR 290mn, some 29% below the first semester of 2020,
which stood at EUR 408mn. However, the market fundamentals remain strong, with healthy levels of
transactions and banks confident in their ability to increase lending to the economy in 2021, offering sureness
and encouragement to existing or new potential investors interested to prospect Romania. And so, while
2021 may look like a somewhat soft year in terms of overall volumes compared to some of the previous years,
it is not soft if we judge it in terms of investors’ interest (including new ones looking at the market) and pricing
of core assets. Furthermore, there are presently quite a few large deals in various stages.
TRANSACTIONS AND INVESTORS
The first six months of 2021 were particularly marked by safe office acquisitions. The vast majority of these
office transactions involved Class A office buildings in reputable locations of Bucharest, with a predominantly
international tenant mix. More than half of the volumes invested during the first part of 2021 were focused
on 3 large office transactions. In fact, c. 66% of the total volume was generated by office projects, mostly
located in Bucharest.
The largest transaction registered in the first half of the year was represented by the sale of Campus 6.2 and
6.3, the second phase of Campus 6 office complex, located in the Center-West area of Bucharest; it was sold
by Skanska to S IMMO for EUR 97mn and a record-low yield post-2008 of 6.75%.
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Prime office yields in CEE-6 versus Germany
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Source: Colliers Research
Another significant transaction was accomplished by Uniqa Real Estate, which has completed the acquisition
of The Light One office building in Bucharest from River Development for EUR 54mn. An additional
noteworthy deal was the takeover of the Bucharest Financial Plaza office building in downtown Bucharest by
Austria's Immofinanz, in a transaction worth EUR 36mn.
Elsewhere, investment in the industrial sector has accounted for 24% of total investment volume with
significant investments in regional cities (CTP and Globalworth were buyers), while the remaining 10% was
directed towards the retail and the hotel sectors, marking the entry of two new investors on the local market
(Zeus International and Visionapartments), as well as the return of interest in these markets. The lack of
supply remains an issue for the I&L sector, which has seen much higher interest thanks to the strong
underlying logistics market during the pandemic and its anticipated future strength.
Other such categories of real estate assets which weathered the storm well also saw good interest: retail
parks, strip malls with strong anchor tenants, DIYs. There was also good interest for properties at large
discounts, though the fast-economic recovery meant that distressed assets have been more or less absent
from the menu.
FINANCING
The banking system has currently enough liquidity and it’s eager to offer more flexible and attractive financing
terms. Margins have remained unchanged throughout the last couple of years - around 250-275 basis points
for prime properties. Still, banks tend to prefer now mostly income-producing assets and would rather focus
on the products that continued to fare at least decently throughout the pandemic. An alternative route for
developers could be opening, following the successful IPO at the Bucharest stock exchange of one of
Romania’s leading developers of residential and offices (One United Properties), with very strong interest
from retail investors.
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PRICING
The sale of Campus 6.2 and 6.3 office buildings by Skanska to S IMMO marked a record low yield on the local
market after 2008’s Global Financial Crisis, of 6.75%. We more or less expected this to happen and there could
still be some room to move lower for exceptional buildings (new projects, long leasing contracts); further
positive price action demands some improvements elsewhere, notably rent-wise or with regards to
Romania’s fundamentals, neither of which are likely at the moment. Based on the signals we are seeing and
our knowledge of the market rather than actual benchmark deals, we can also note that prime I&L assets
would likely yield around 7.75%; we underscore the lack of deals on this market is due to most investors
being long-term holders.
FORECAST
Romania’s robust long-term economic perspectives means it remains an appealing prospect for investors
seeking both high returns and a safe market within the European Union. Romania looks particularly/notably
appealing relative to its neighbouring peers, especially if we take into account the size of the economy. It’s
share of 18% in the region’s GDP dwarfs by more than 3 times the share commercial real estate transactions
have had in recent years.
Big contrast between Romania's GDP share in the region and its investment volumes

(shares

5% 3% 4%
7% 5%
17%25%
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(CRE
investment
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51%

12%
42%
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Source: Eurostat, Colliers
Otherwise, market segmentations remain a clear trend likely to be even more valid in the post-pandemic
world. Investors would probably place even more emphasis on safe, defensive assets: good income
producing projects are expected to remain attractive and may even score lower yields, but for the rest of the
market, particularly for struggling assets, things will look differently. In other words, the yield gap between
the best and the rest will likely widen.
The mix of old and new stakeholders are on the lookout and should also conclude several significant
acquisitions before the end of the year. After staying in the background for the past few years due to fierce
competition, domestic investors are starting to place their bids, especially focusing on retail transactions.
With pent up requests for properties that generate stable and consistent cash flow characterized by longterm sustainable leases, strong levels of investment are likely to continue throughout 2021, expecting to see
the overall capital market at EUR 700-800mn by end of the year.
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VALUATION OF THE
PROPERTY
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Scope of work
At the client’s request, we have valued the subject property for financial purposes in relation with an IPO
(initial public offering) process of the parent company of the Client secured by the Property.
The present valuation has been completed in accordance to the ANEVAR (National Association of Romanian
Valuers) Valuation Standards, 2020 edition, which incorporate the International Valuation Standards (IVS),
2020 edition, as published by the International Valuation Standards Council (IVSC), as well as other standards
and methodological guides developed by ANEVAR, through which the consistency with the European
Valuation Standards (EVS) is also insured.
The methodology is also in accordance to the RICS Valuation Standards (known as Red Book), 2020, published
by the Royal Institute of the Chartered Surveyors (RICS).
In line with the ANEVAR Valuation Standards, 2020 edition, the Market Value is defined as follows:
“The market value is the estimated amount for which an asset or liability should exchange on the valuation date
between a willing buyer and a willing seller, in an arm’s length transaction, after proper marketing and where the
parties had each acted knowledgeably, prudently and without compulsion.” (SEV 104 – Bases of value, paragraph
30.1)

Valuation standards
The main chapters relevant to the present valuation from the above mentioned standards are:
-

SEV 100 – Framework

-

SEV 101 – Scope of work

-

SEV 102 – Investigation and Compliance

-

SEV 103 – Reporting

-

SEV 104 – Bases of Value

-

SEV 105 – Valuation approaches and methods

-

SEV 230 – Real Property Interests

-

GEV 630 – Real Estate Valuation

Valuation methodology
According to SEV 105 (Introduction, paragraph 10.1), a valuer must consider the relevant and appropriate
valuation approaches. There are basically three approaches that can be used to determine the Market Value
of a real estate property: the market approach, the income approach and the cost approach.
The three approaches described and defined below are the main approaches used in valuation. They are all
based on the economic principles of price equilibrium, anticipation of benefits or substitution.
Please find below an explanation of how each method works.
Market Approach
The market approach provides an indication of value by comparing the asset with identical or comparable
(that is similar) assets for which price information is available.
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The market approach should be applied and afforded significant weight under the following circumstances:
(a) the subject asset has recently been sold in a transaction appropriate for consideration under the basis of value,
(b) the subject asset or substantially similar assets are actively publicly traded, and/or
(c) there are frequent and/or recent observable transactions in substantially similar assets. (SEV 105 – Market
Approach, paragraph 20.2)
The market approach is based on the principle of substitution, which affirms that a prudent purchaser will
not pay more for a property than the price of an equally desirable substitute property under similar
conditions. This approach provides a reliable indication of value particularly in an active market, given a
reasonable availability of market data comparable to the subject property.
Income Approach
The income approach provides an indication of value by converting future cash flow to a single current value.
Under the income approach, the value of an asset is determined by reference to the value of income, cash
flow or cost savings generated by the asset.
The income approach should be applied and afforded significant weight under the following circumstances:
(a) the income-producing ability of the asset is the critical element affecting value from a participant perspective,
and/or
(b) reasonable projections of the amount and timing of future income are available for the subject asset, but there
are few, if any, relevant market comparables. (SEV 105 – Income Approach, paragraph 40.2)
Although there are many ways to implement the income approach, methods under the income approach are
effectively based on discounting future amounts of cash flow to present value, being variations of the
Discounted Cash-Flow (DCF) method.
The DCF method implies projections of the most appropriate type of cash flow for the nature of the subject
asset and valuation and on the most appropriate explicit period (5 to 10 years). The income cash flow is then
discounted to a present value sum and added to the present value of the terminal value at the end of the
explicit forecast period once the income flow stabilizes. This method is mainly used for projects where the
existing income may suffer changes in the future and/or for properties that are the subject of several lease
agreements.
In other circumstances, the value of an asset may be calculated solely using a terminal value with no explicit
projection period. This is sometimes referred to as an income capitalization method. According to GEV 630
(Income Approach, paragraph 60), the direct capitalization method supposes converting the expected annual
income into an indication of the property value by applying an adequate capitalization rate which should
reflect the perceived level of risk in the specific investment.
Cost Approach
The cost approach provides an indication of value using the economic principle that a buyer will pay no more
for an asset than the cost to obtain an asset of equal utility, whether by purchase or by construction, unless
undue time, inconvenience, risk or other factors are involved. The approach provides an indication of value
by calculating the current replacement or reproduction cost of an asset and making deductions for physical
deterioration and all other relevant forms of obsolescence.
The cost approach should be applied and afforded significant weight under the following circumstances:
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(a) participants would be able to recreate an asset with substantially the same utility as the subject asset, without
regulatory or legal restrictions, and the asset could be recreated quickly enough that a participant would not be
willing to pay a significant premium for the ability to use the subject asset immediately,
(b) the asset is not directly income-generating and the unique nature of the asset makes using an income approach
or market approach unfeasible, and/or
(c) the basis of value being used is fundamentally based on replacement cost, such as replacement value. (SEV 105
– Cost Approach, paragraph 60.2)
Subject Property
When selecting the adequate valuation approach, the valuer should consider the terms and purpose of the
present valuation, the characteristics of each approach and methodology, but also the appropriateness of
each method reported to the analyzed property specific nature and the availability of reliable information
required in the valuation process.
Thereby, given the income-producing ability of the asset and the fact that reasonable projections of the amount
and timing of future income are available for the subject asset on the market, and by also considering the
credibility, relevance and reliability of information on which we have based our assessment, in accordance
with the recommendations of the ANEVAR Valuation Standards and with the terms of our engagement, we
consider that the income approach is the most suitable in determining the Market Value of the property.
According to GEV 630 (Income Approach, paragraph 58), within the income approach there are two different
methods of valuation: the Discounted Cash-Flow Analysis (DCF) and the Direct Capitalization (DC). The first is
recommended to be used for projects where the existing income may suffer changes in the future and/or for
properties that are the subject of several lease agreements.
As the building is already rented out to multiple tenants and is subject to different contractual terms,
generating a certain income for the next 10 years, we have applied the DCF methodology by taking into
consideration all the factors that might influence the level of the rents and are included in the signed
contracts. Also, the subject valuation had to include all the predictions for the future incomes that are going
to be produced by the building at the end of the existing contracts.

Income Approach – Discounted Cash-Flow Analysis
As mentioned before, we have applied the DCF methodology in order to estimate the Market Value of the
property, following the steps below (according to SEV 105 – Income Approach, paragraph 50.4):
·

·

·

·
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choose the most appropriate type of cash flow for the subject property – for real estate properties, in
accordance with participant’s viewpoints, the typically estimated cash flow is specific to the whole
asset, being a nominal pre-tax type of cash flow, estimated in euro as both valuation and functional
currency
determine the most appropriate explicit forecast period – when choosing the forecast period of 10
years, we have considered the life of the subject property and the fact that the period should be
sufficient for the property to achieve a stabilized level of growth, being also important to be a
reasonable period for which reliable data is available for the considered projections
prepare the forecast of the cash flow – the cash flow projection is based on the amount and timing of
all future cash inflows and outflows generated by the property based on the lease agreements in
place starting with the valuation date
determine the appropriate terminal value at the end of the explicit forecast period – given there is future
growth potential for the asset beyond the explicit forecast period, we have estimated its terminal

·

·

value by applying an appropriate capitalization factor for the last year NOI, the terminal value being
then discounted back to the valuation date (known as the exit value methodology)
estimate the appropriate discount rate – the discount rate reflects not only the time value of money,
but also the risks associated with the cash flow, being estimated in the present valuation report by
applying the WACC technique and by considering several aspects like: comparable transactions
rates, geographical location for quantifying the country risk, the consistency between the maturity
of the risk-free rate with the explicit forecast period or the denomination currency of the projected
cash flows etc.
apply the discount rate to the forecasted future cash flow, including the terminal value

Summarizing the steps above, the first step in applying the DCF method is the estimation of the Net Operating
Income (NOI) of the property. Then, the present value of the annual NOI is calculated using an appropriate
discount rate. The terminal value of the building in year 10 is also calculated by applying a reversionary
capitalization rate. The open Market Value of the property is the sum of the present values of the NOI from
years 1 to 10 and of the terminal value.
The analysis period is starting from 15th of September 2021 to 15th of September 2031.

Net Operating Income
In order to estimate the NOI of the property we have included in our estimations the current income and the
sustainable one described in detail within Tenant Mix Analysis chapter.
These revenues where indexed each year based on the contractual indexation rate until the termination of
the contract and on the Euro CPI rate for the future estimated market rents.
Please see below a table with the the annual rental revenue:
Years
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Annual Rental Revenue
(EUR)
2,267,147
2,310,066
2,340,261
2,324,214
2,429,216
2,468,083
2,507,573
2,547,694
2,588,457
2,629,872
24,412,582

In order to reach the net operating income, we have deducted the following costs:
1.

Vacancy, collection loss:

As the building is 100% occupied, we have considered a vacancy and collection loss of 1% in the first three
year of analysis. In the 4th years when most of the contracts will expire and will be renegotiated, we have
estimated a rate of 2%. Also, for the rest of the period, we consider a vacancy and collection loss of 1%.
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2.

Leasing fee

Other costs that have been deducted from the gross income generated by the subject property are the
renting costs, representing the fee charged by the real estate agency that will ensure new contracts for the
building at the termination of the existing ones. Based on our experience on the market, this cost was
estimated at 12.5% of one year’s rent. This fee was deducted only from the first year of renewed rent.
3.

Capital expenditures

The capital expenditures are estimated to represent 4% from the total revenues in the first 6 years of analysis
and 3% from the total revenues starting with the 7th year of analysis.
4.

Unrecoverable expenses

We have considered a total amount of EUR 4,575,000 as unrecoverable expenses, according to information
received from the client. At the valuation date, the contractual rent is not triple net, generating the abovementioned unrecoverable expenses. We have assumed that the new contracts negotiated at the end of the
present ones will stipulate triple net rent, generating no additional expenses to the landlord. The triple net
rent means “a lease in which the lessee pays rent to the lessor, as well as all taxes, insurance, and
maintenance expenses that arise from the use of the property”.
Using the preceding methodology, the total net yearly income for the entire property was estimated at EUR
1,678,789 for Year 1 (September 2021 – September 2022) increasing each year by indexation, to EUR
2,099,677 in the last year of analysis (September 2030 – September 2031).

Discount rate
The discount rate is a rate of return used to convert an income, payable or receivable in the future, into
present value. It reflects the cost of money in the local economy, taking into consideration the risks specific
to the real estate industry, market segment and subject asset.
Therefore, when estimating currently the discount rate, we are taking into account the general expectations
of investors as concerns IRR. Based on the analysis performed by our in-house research team and our
colleagues from the Investment Division, we are aware of the IRR levels expected by investors for different
type of properties on the local market. The research is performed on continuous basis on a large number of
investors, present or willing to enter Romania, so that a general trend can be traced.
Although the degree of certainty is smaller compared to the discount rate obtained based on market
transactions, we are of the opinion that the present approach is also in agreement with the International
Valuation Standards. It respects the main requirement of the standards as concerns the discount rate, which
is to reflect market data.
Thus, we have considered an appropriate average discount rate for the subject property of 7.50%, this
percentage reflecting an average level of risk associated with the analyzed premises, considering its
advantages and disadvantages presented in the SWOT analysis.
For the accuracy of the estimation, we have applied the Weighted Average Cost of Capital (known as WACC)
as a calculation technique of a firm's cost of capital in which each category of capital is
proportionately weighted, as follows:
!"## = $%& ' $
where

8&9,
()*+,7 %2 '
./0&1,&2$345+,46
./0&1,&2$345+,46

Ke=cost of equity (internal financing)
Kd=cost of financial debt (external financing)
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Invested capital=Equity+Financial Debt
·

The methodology used for estimating the cost of equity is the Asset Pricing Model (known as CAPM)
which is based on the studies of Harry Markowitz on diversification and modern portfolio theory.
The cost of capital has been adjusted to reflect how the market would assess the specific risks
associated with forecast cash flows.

The cost of equity was calculated using the formula:
Ke = Rf + β * Total Premium Risk + Specific Premium Risk
where
Rf= the risk free rate represented by the yield for 10 years euro area
government bonds, source: European Central Bank
β =the systematic risk factor for the real estate market, source:
www.reuters.com
Total Premium Risk=ERP (equity risk premium for a mature equity market ) +
CRP (country risk premium based on yield default spread between AAA rating countries and
Romanian ones issued with the same currency and maturity), source:
pages.stern.nyu.edu/~adamodar / markets.businessinsider.com / investing.com
Specific Premium Risk=the risk showing the features of the analyzed product
·
·

The cost of financial debt was estimated based on the Inter-bank lending rate (EURIBOR) and an
achievable margin taking into account the creditworthiness of the borrower.
The weights of the two sources of funding were estimated from the data provided by Damodaran
for real estate market but also considering the information provided by the client regarding the
developer's current funding structure.

The calculation is detailed in the table below:
Discount Rate Structure
Equity Component

%

Risk Free Rate

Comments

0.17%

yield for 10 years euro area government bonds - euro

ERP (equity risk premium

4.38%

risk premium for a mature equity market

CRP (country risk premium)

2.30%

country risk premium based on yield default spread
between AAA rating countries and Romanian ones
issued with the same currency and maturity

Sector Risk / Beta for real estate market

1.50%

real estate sector

Specific Risk Premium

0.50%

office real estate product in Bucharest Romania

Equity Return Component

10.69%

Debt Return Component

%

Total Equity Risk Premium

Inter-bank lending rate (Euribor)

0.00%

Margin achievable

3.50%

Debt Return Component

3.50%

Debt : Equity Ratio

%

Comments
at 6 months

Comments

Equity

55%

financing structure for real estate market

Debt

45%

financing structure for real estate market

WACC Calculation
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%

Comments

Equity Component

5.9%

-

Debt Component

1.6%

-

WACC / Discount Rate

7.46%

Thus, we have considered an appropriate average discount rate for the subject property of 7.50%.
For the uniformity of our calculation and accuracy of the approach, we have applied a discount rate on
semesters. It is reasonable to use this assumption in order to reflect the fact that the rent is not paid fully in
advance, but also not at the end of the year. Please find below the discounting formula on semesters applied
for the estimation of the present value of the future cash flows as follows:
PV = FV/(1+d)^n,
Where:
d = (1+D)^0.5 – 1
And:
FV = future value of the cash flow;
D = annual discount rate;
d = semestrial discount rate;
n = semester.

Reversionary Capitalization Rate
In selecting a reversionary capitalization rate for 2031 in order to estimate the reversionary value, we have
reviewed similar rates used in the other Eastern-European markets, but also the current trends on the
Romanian market.
If the recent years showed a greater interest in investment products of better quality, now we can see that
the markets for less prime assets but with a value-add angle become more interesting. Despite all the current
challenges facing all sectors of real estate market (for offices - the rise of remote work, for hotels - the decline
in tourism, for retail - the ongoing impact of e-commerce and for I&L - the manufacturing sectors that may
take years to recover), Romania is still on the map of large strategic investors, the assortment of acquisitions
attained in 2020 contributing to increase investor confidence. The trend of new names entering the Romanian
market continues today since 2019 when we were witnesses to the fact that Romania has started to attract
investors from new regions like Asia and Middle East, but also from US and also to diversify the investor base.
Today, we also note quite a lot of interest from new names which continue to look at the Romanian market
even in this hazy context (family offices rather than institutional investors).
The end of 2020 showed us that the investment market in Romania remained healthy even in the COVID-19
pandemic period, the total investment volume being up with 37% compared to one year ago results.
However, it is to be noted that the actual numbers are largely generated by transactions started in 2019,
while in 2020, given the disruption and hesitation context of the pandemic situation, many investors remain
on the sidelines being worried in that what concerns the future revenue stream on the accommodation, retail
and office segments. Thereby, we are expecting that big-ticket items initiated during 2020 to be postponed
for 2021.
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Regarding the dynamism of the investment market, the office sector remained the most fertile source of deal
activities followed by the industrial one. Retail transaction activity in 2020 was significantly modest with
agreements making taking place exclusively in the small to mid-market values.
On the price side, if we were to speak in this context about the yields path, yields in Romania lagged the
downward trend seen in major CEE countries, making them a bit more resilient in the current context. On the
office segment, there are quite a few office transactions which did not manage to close but could have gone
below 7%, though for now, we believe that prime yields remained largely unchanged versus previous
quarters, at 7%. For I&L segment, driven by a solid tenant market and the boom occurred in online commerce,
we can note prime yields going down by 25bp, to a level of 8% compared with 8.25% at the end of 2019 and
mid of 2020. On the retail segment which has been more impacted by the coronavirus pandemic, however,
even if we are confronting with a lack in benchmark trades, we have decided to bump up the yields for prime
retail assets by 25bp, at the level of 6.75% (up some 0.25 percentage points over the previous year).
Regarding the financing conditions, despite a higher reluctance from banks towards taking on new risks
during the first part of the pandemic, it is important to mention that banks remained open to finance existing
income generating properties and, to a lesser extent, new developments on the real estate market.
Based on the above and considering both the position of the analyzed property on the market and the current
performance, as well as the forecasts on the office market in Romania, we consider that our estimation of a
6.00% exit yield in 2031 is reasonable, considering the information available at this time.
In applying the Discounted Cash Flow Method of valuation, the indicated value is the aggregate of the
following:
·
·

The present value of the reversionary value, taking into account the Net Operating Income for year
10 capitalized at 6.00%;
The present value of the estimated cash flows in years 1 to 10.

By applying the capitalization rate of 6.00% to the year 10 net operating income the reversionary value is of
EUR 34,994,622, as shown in the attached tables.
The present value of this amount, along with the sum of the present value of the cash flows in years 1 to 10,
results in a present value sum or Market Value of the property, through application of the DCF Method, of
EUR 29,845,239.
Please find attached as annex to the present report the calculation of the Market Value through the DCF
approach.
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Conclusion
We have been asked to estimate the Market Value of the real estate property located at 85A Nicolae Caramfil
Street, District 1, represented by a land plot and the afferent office building with a total GLA of 23,763 sqm,
as of September 15th, 2021. The scope of our proceeding was the estimation of the Market Value of the
property for financial purposes in relation with an IPO (initial public offering) process of the parent company
of the Client secured by the Property.
We note that, given the recent history of rapid political and economic change in Romania the date of any
transaction or valuation is critically important since experience has revealed that values can vary considerably
within short periods of time.
The valuation of the real estate asset has taken into consideration location, areas, market rents and we feel
we have achieved reasonable results regarding the Market Value of the property.
Within the income approach, assumptions had to be made with respect to the potential income generated
by the building in relation to the rental levels in the local market, as well as discount rates and reversionary
capitalization rates from similar European markets.
Also, assumptions such as vacancy rates and collection loss had to be made. We base our assumption on the
extensive and ongoing market research conducted by Colliers Valuation and Advisory.
Considering the complexity of the property, as well as the fluctuations in future performance, it is our opinion
that the most accurate Market Value estimation is produced by the income approach – discounted cash-flow
analysis.
Based on the assumptions and data presented in our report, we estimate the Market Value of the analyzed
property, as of September 15th, 2021, to be:

EUR 29,800,000
(Twenty Nine Million Eight Hundred Thousand Euro)
The above value is exclusive of VAT.

Our conclusions regarding the estimated Market Value resulted from a reasoning that we consider to comply
with the requirements of the valuation standards in force regarding the adequacy of the approach (value
estimation methodology), the valuation accuracy (accuracy and credibility of the information used) and the
amount of relevant information.
Please bear in mind that the present value estimation does not represent a guarantee that a buyer can be
found at the above price, or at other prices. In the current conditions of the real estate market, it is possible
that concluding a transaction proves to be difficult, and our estimates may suffer certain changes following
an individual negotiation process.
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ASSUMPTIONS AND SPECIAL
ASSUMPTIONS
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The value estimates within the valuation report are based on a thorough and detailed analysis of the
information obtained from various sources. Some of this data has required subjective interpretation and
certain assumptions in order to arrive at the final conclusion regarding the values.
As a result, the opinions and conclusions contained in this valuation report are subject to the following
Assumptions and Limiting Conditions:

VALUATION
Confidentiality
This valuation report is confidential to the party to whom it is addressed, for the specific purpose to which it
refers, and no responsibility is accepted to any third parties. This valuation report is to be used in whole and
not in part.
Nor the whole, nor any part of this valuation report may be reproduced in any form without our permission.
Moreover, the valuation report shall not be distributed to any third party through advertising, public relations,
news, sales, or other media, without our prior written consent.
Source of Information
All information (including financial, legal, technical or commercial) provided to us by external sources (i.e.
client, collaborators, etc.) is assumed to be true and correct. Although, wherever possible, we check the
authenticity of the received data, we assume no liability resulting from misinformation. Nothing contained
herein is to be considered a warranty of any kind.
Liability
We do not guarantee the fulfilment of any estimates contained within this valuation report, although they
have been conscientiously prepared on the basis of our expertise, research and information made available
to us.
Subsequently, our valuation figures should be considered as “best estimates” of the achievable values.
Court Appearance
We do not give testimony or attendance in court by reason of this valuation unless otherwise stipulated in
the agreement signed between us and the client.
Date of Value
We take no responsibility for any events, conditions or circumstances affecting the value of the property, that
take place subsequent to either the valuation date or the date of our field inspection, whichever occurs first.
Rounded Figures
Our estimations are generated through calculation models created within computer programs that have the
capacity of producing very precise results. In the interest of simplifying their presentation, these have been
rounded in the present valuation report. Thus, there may be cases where small rounding errors exist.
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SUBJECT PROPERTY
Ownership Rights
Although we check the relevant ownership documents when these are provided, nothing in this valuation
report can be interpreted as a legal opinion as concerns the state of the title. The interpretation of legal
documents is a matter for lawyers and our assumptions must be checked by the client’s legal advisers. Thus,
we take no responsibility for matters of legal nature and our valuations are based on the assumption that
the title is marketable and free of any deed restrictions and easements.
Planning (zoning)
Although we check the plausibility of the provided documents in terms of statutory consents, unless noted,
it is assumed that there are no encroachments or planning and building violations encumbering the property.
Where verification of this information is impractical, we assume that the property has the necessary statutory
consents for the current buildings and use.
Site Survey
We do not carry out archaeological, ecological or environmental surveys of the subject sites. Unless we are
otherwise informed, our valuations are on the basis that these matters are suitable and do not affect the
development potential of the sites.
Building Survey
During our inspections, we do not normally carry out a building survey to establish the details of any building
defects or disrepair. However, we check for obvious defects that would impact on the value, unless a special
assumption to that effect is agreed upon. We take no responsibility for any hidden or unapparent conditions
of the property, subsoil or supporting structure that would render it more or less valuable. Thus, our
valuations are performed on the basis that the building is in good repair, except for any defects specifically
noted.
Deleterious Materials
Our valuations are performed on the basis that the properties are free of potentially hazardous materials
used in the construction or maintenance of the buildings, such as asbestos, urea formaldehyde foam
insulation, or PCBs. We are not qualified to detect these substances or estimate any costs involved with their
removal and urge the client to employ the services of an expert in this field, if desired.
Environmental Matters
We do not carry out environmental surveys to assess if any land or premises are, or have been, contaminated.
Therefore, our valuations are performed on the basis that the properties are not affected by environmental
factors. Nevertheless, if in the course of our inspections, through normal enquiries or by local knowledge, we
find out about environmental factors which could impact on the value, we will discuss them with the client.
Property Management
The quality of on-site management has a direct effect on the economic viability and value of a property. The
financial forecasts on which our valuations are based assume both responsible ownership and competent
management. Any deviation from this assumption may have a significant impact on the future operating
income and expenses and value estimation.
Services
Our valuations are based on the assumption that the building services, and any associated controls or
software, are in working order or free from defect.
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Tenants
For the valuation of income producing assets, we do not perform a financial verification of the tenant’s status
and we assume that the tenants are capable of meeting their financial obligations under the lease.
Measurements
As valuers, we do not normally carry out measurements of buildings or sites. Thus, our valuations are based
on the areas provided by the client. Wherever possible, we check the received data with the cadastral
documents or excerpts from the Land Book.
Operating permits
Unless otherwise mentioned within the valuation report, our appraisals are carried out based on the
assumption that all the operating permits required for the use of the analysed buildings (e.g. notices for the
connection to utility networks, public health notice, environmental notice, fire safety notice, fire safety
authorization etc.) have been obtained and are valid at the valuation date.
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APPENDICES
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Appendix 1: Calculation files
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MARKET VALUE

PRESENT VALUE

NET OPERATING INCOME

ART BUSINESS CENTER 7
PONDERAS
DCF
September 15, 2021

#

Confidential

Vacancy and
Collection Loss (%)

Unrecoverable
expenses (EUR)

2,267,147
2,310,066
2,340,261
2,324,214
2,429,216
2,468,083
2,507,573
2,547,694
2,588,457
2,629,872
24,412,582

1%
1%
1%
2%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%

475,000
475,000
475,000
475,000
475,000
450,000
450,000
450,000
425,000
425,000
4,575,000

NOI (EUR)
839,395
839,395
859,781
859,781
874,124
874,124
854,881
854,881
916,378
916,378
947,340
947,340
978,635
978,635
997,893
997,893
1,029,959
1,029,959
1,049,839
1,049,839
18,696,447

Discount Rate
3.68%
3.68%
3.68%
3.68%
3.68%
3.68%
3.68%
3.68%
3.68%
3.68%
3.68%
3.68%
3.68%
3.68%
3.68%
3.68%
3.68%
3.68%
3.68%
3.68%

Discount Factor
104%
108%
111%
116%
120%
124%
129%
134%
138%
144%
149%
154%
160%
166%
172%
178%
185%
192%
199%
206%

Years

Annual Rental Revenue (EUR)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Semester
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

DCF Indicators

Values

Exit Yield
Exit Value (EUR)
PV of Exit Value (EUR)
Total PV of NOI Years 1 - 10 (EUR)

6.00%
34,994,622
16,979,178
12,866,060

Market Value (EUR)

29,845,239

Rounded Market Value (EUR)

29,800,000

Rent reduction
(EUR)

Capital
Expenditure (%)
4.0%
4.0%
4.0%
4.0%
4.0%
4.0%
3.0%
3.0%
3.0%
3.0%

PV
809,584
780,832
771,392
743,997
729,545
703,635
663,706
640,135
661,815
638,311
636,442
613,840
611,597
589,877
580,124
559,521
556,991
537,210
528,132
509,375
12,866,060

Total
Expenses &
Losses
(EUR)
588,357
590,503
592,013
614,453
596,461
573,404
550,303
551,908
528,538
530,195
5,716,135

NOI (EUR)
1,678,789
1,719,563
1,748,248
1,709,761
1,832,755
1,894,679
1,957,270
1,995,786
2,059,919
2,099,677
18,696,447

Discount
rate
7.50%
7.50%
7.50%
7.50%
7.50%
7.50%
7.50%
7.50%
7.50%
7.50%

ART BUSINESS CENTER 7
PONDERAS
RENT ROLL
September 15, 2021
Yes
No
RENT

No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Tenant

DELTA HEALTH TRADE SRL
DELTA HEALTH TRADE SRL (Kinetic)
DELTA HEALTH TRADE SRL
DELTA HEALTH CARE SRL
DELTA HEALTH CARE SRL
DELTA HEALTH CARE SRL
DELTA HEALTH CARE SRL
DELTA HEALTH CARE SRL
DELTA HEALTH CARE SRL
DELTA HEALTH CARE SRL
MAXJOY EUROTRADE CONCEPT SRL
RETINA OPTICS SRL
FAST PARKING SRL
LAGARDERE TRAVEL RETAIL SRL
LAGARDERE TRAVEL RETAIL SRL
CENTRUL MEDICAL UNIREA SRL (DHT)
CENTRUL MEDICAL UNIREA SRL (DHT)
SRAM A. LIVIA-MEDIC SPECIALIST OFTALMOLOGIE
SOBRE EL GUSTO SRL

TOTAL

Common / Rent Roll Indicators
Future CPI
Leasing Fee in Months Rent

#

Confidential

Floor

Ground floor, 1st Floor
5th Floor
2nd Floor
First Basement, Third Basement, Ground floor, 1,2,3,4,5 Floors
First Basement, Third Basement, Ground floor, 1,2,3,4,5 Floors
Ground Floor, Second Basement
Ground Floor, Second Basement
Ground Floor, Second Basement
2nd Floor
3rd Floor
Exterior
1st underground floor
1st Underground floor
Ground floor
Ground floor
2nd floor
2nd underground floor
1st underground floor
6

Type of Space

Office
Office
Office
Office
Storage
Office
Storage
Parking
Office
Parking
Exterior
Parking
Parking
Retail
Storage
Office
Parking
Parking
Retail

GLA
(sqm) /
Parking
spaces
1,838
1,263
785
10,522
5,253
87
257
44
3,124
880
10
1
37
25
17
558
23
1
33

Contract
Currency
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR

24,495

Contractual Rent
(EUR/month/sqm)

9.36
9.36
8.78
9.35
3.18
8.78
3.02
3.02
8.78
3.02
20.00
100.00
40.00
29.37
6.53
8.78
48.60
100.00
15.17

Contractual
Rent per Month
(EUR)
17,198
11,818
6,893
98,380
16,716
766
776
133
27,432
2,658
200
100
1,480
731
112
4,900
1,118
100
500
192,012

1.60%
1.50

Actual Rent
(EUR/month/s
qm)
9.36
9.36
8.78
9.35
2.30
8.78
3.02
3.02
8.78
3.02
20.00
100.00
40.00
29.37
6.53
8.78
48.60
100.00
15.17

TERM

Actual Rent per
Month (EUR)
17,198
11,818
6,893
98,380
12,076
766
776
133
27,432
2,658
200
100
1,480
731
112
4,900
1,118
100
500
187,372

Renewal Rent
(EUR/month/sqm
)
9.0
9.0
9.0
9.0
3.0
9.0
3.0
3.0
9.0
3.0
20.0
60.0
60.0
30.0
3.0
9.0
60.0
60.0
20.0

Renewal Rent
per Month (EUR)
16,545
11,370
7,065
94,702
15,759
785
771
132
28,116
2,640
200
60
2,220
747
52
5,022
1,380
60
659
188,284

Incentive
Free
Months &
Fitout
Costs
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

INDEXATION

Lease
Starting
Date

Lease
Ending
Date

Exercise
the Break
Option
Right

Remaining
Contractual
Period
(years)

Weighted
Average
Remaining
Term (years)

28-May-14
28-May-14
28-May-14
28-May-14
28-May-14
28-May-14
28-May-14
28-May-14
28-May-14
28-May-14
01-Nov-14
24-Jul-17
01-Oct-14
15-Dec-16
15-Dec-16
01-Sep-14
01-Sep-14
01-Oct-17
15-Apr-19

15-Dec-34
15-Dec-34
15-Dec-34
15-Dec-34
15-Dec-34
15-Dec-34
15-Dec-34
15-Dec-34
15-Dec-34
15-Dec-34
17-Dec-24
23-Jul-22
30-Sep-24
14-Dec-23
14-Dec-23
31-Aug-24
31-Aug-24
30-Sep-21
27-Apr-22

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

13.35
13.35
13.35
13.35
13.35
13.35
13.35
13.35
13.35
13.35
3.35
0.95
3.14
2.34
2.34
3.05
3.05
0.13
0.71

1.23
0.84
0.49
7.01
0.86
0.05
0.06
0.01
1.95
0.19
0.00
0.00
0.02
0.01
0.00
0.08
0.02
0.00
0.00
12.83

CALCULATION

Renewal
Year

Indexation
Type

Existing
Indexation

Months to
Indexation

4
1
4
3
3
4
4
1
1

euro CPI 27
euro CPI 27
euro CPI 27
euro CPI 27
euro CPI 27
euro CPI 27
euro CPI 27
euro CPI 27
euro CPI 27
euro CPI 27
euro CPI 27
euro CPI 27
euro CPI 27
euro CPI 27
euro CPI 27
euro CPI 27
euro CPI 27
euro CPI 27
euro CPI 27

1.60%
1.60%
1.60%
1.60%
1.60%
1.60%
1.60%
1.60%
1.60%
1.60%
1.60%
1.60%
1.60%
1.60%
1.60%
1.60%
1.60%
1.60%
1.60%

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
11
1
3
3
0
0
1
8

1

2

208,577
211,915
143,331
145,625
83,600
84,937
1,193,151
1,212,242
146,459
148,803
9,290
9,438
9,416
9,567
1,612
1,638
332,695
338,018
32,242
32,758
2,426
2,464
710
721
18,020
18,309
8,881
9,023
1,366
1,387
59,739
60,694
13,628
13,846
310
731
1,694
7,950
Sep 2021 - Sep 2022 Sep 2022 - Sep 2023
2,267,147
2,310,066

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

215,305
147,955
86,296
1,231,638
151,184
9,589
9,720
1,664
343,426
33,282
2,504
732
18,602
3,385
426
61,666
14,067
742
8,077
Sep 2023 - Sep 2024
2,340,261

218,750
150,322
87,677
1,251,344
153,603
9,743
9,875
1,691
348,921
33,815
939
744
9,322
9,072
627
22,599
6,210
754
8,207
Sep 2024 - Sep 2025
2,324,214

222,250
152,727
89,080
1,271,365
156,060
9,899
10,033
1,718
354,504
34,356
2,426
756
27,031
9,217
637
61,228
16,825
766
8,338
Sep 2025 - Sep 2026
2,429,216

225,806
155,171
90,505
1,291,707
158,557
10,057
10,194
1,745
360,176
34,905
2,464
768
27,463
9,364
648
62,208
17,094
778
8,471
Sep 2026 - Sep 2027
2,468,083

229,419
157,653
91,953
1,312,375
161,094
10,218
10,357
1,773
365,939
35,464
2,504
781
27,903
9,514
658
63,203
17,368
791
8,607
Sep 2027 - Sep 2028
2,507,573

233,090
160,176
93,424
1,333,373
163,672
10,381
10,523
1,802
371,794
36,031
2,544
793
28,349
9,666
668
64,214
17,646
804
8,745
Sep 2028 - Sep 2029
2,547,694

236,819
162,739
94,919
1,354,707
166,290
10,548
10,691
1,830
377,742
36,608
2,585
806
28,803
9,821
679
65,242
17,928
816
8,884
Sep 2029 - Sep 2030
2,588,457

240,608
165,342
96,438
1,376,382
168,951
10,716
10,862
1,860
383,786
37,193
2,626
819
29,263
9,978
690
66,286
18,215
829
9,027
Sep 2030 - Sep 2031
2,629,872

Appendix 2: Documents received from the client
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Confidential

2ILFLXOGH&DGDVWUXġL3XEOLFLWDWH,PRELOLDUÅ%8&85(67,
%LURXOGH&DGDVWUXġL3XEOLFLWDWH,PRELOLDUÅ6HFWRUXO

1UFHUHUH
=LXD
/XQD
$QXO

(;75$6'(&$57()81&,$5Ä






&RGYHULILFDUH

3(1758,1)250$5(

&DUWH)XQFLDUÅ1U%XFXUHVWL6HFWRUXO

$3DUWHD,'HVFULHUHDLPRELOXOXL
7(5(1,QWUDYLODQ

1U&)YHFKL
1UFDGDVWUDOYHFKL

$GUHVD/RF%XFXUHVWL6HFWRUXO6WU1LFRODH&DUDPILO1U$-XG%XFXUHVWL
1U 1UFDGDVWUDO
6XSUDIDĥD  PS
2EVHUYDĥLL5HIHULQĥH
&UW 1UWRSRJUDILF


$

'LQDFWH
0DVXUDWD

7(5(1,135235,(7$7(,PRELOWUDQVFULVGLQ&)2EWLQXWSULQDOLSLUH

&RQVWUXFĥLL
&UW

1UFDGDVWUDO
1U

$

&

$

&

$

&

$

&

$GUHVD

2EVHUYDĥLL5HIHULQĥH

/RF%XFXUHVWL6HFWRUXO6WU1LFRODH
&DUDPILO1U$-XG%XFXUHVWL
/RF%XFXUHVWL6HFWRUXO6WU1LFRODH
&DUDPILO1U$-XG%XFXUHVWL
/RF%XFXUHVWL6HFWRUXO6WU1LFRODH
&DUDPILO1U$-XG%XFXUHVWL
/RF%XFXUHVWL6HFWRUXO6WU1LFRODH
&DUDPILO1U$-XG%XFXUHVWL

&  63(( UHWUDVWHUDVD FX R VXSUDIDWD
FRQVWUXLWD OD VRO GH  PS
&WHUDVDFXRVXSUDIDWDFRQVWUXLWDODVROGHPS
6 FRQVWUXLWD OD VRO PS  &  UDPSD DFFHV FX R
VXSUDIDWD FRQVWUXLWD OD VRO GH  PS
&  UDPSD DFFHV FX R VXSUDIDWD FRQVWUXLWD OD VRO GH 
PS DFWH

%3DUWHD,,3URSULHWDULġLDFWH
QVFULHULSULYLWRDUHODGUHSWXOGHSURSULHWDWHġLDOWHGUHSWXULUHDOH

5HIHULQĥH



$FWQU
&RQIRUP FHUWLILFDWXOXL  SRVWDO FX QU  HPLV GH
30% VH QRWHD]D VFKLPEDUHD GHQXPLULL VWUD]LL LQ VHQVXO FD VWUDGD
%
1LFRODH &DUDPILO  YD SXUWD QU $ LPRELO LGHQWLILFDW FX QU FDGDVWUDO
 LQVFULV LQ &), QU 

$



$FW1RWDULDOQUGLQHPLVGH3HOL]DUX(OLVDEHWD$OH[DQGUD
,QWDEXODUH GUHSW GH 35235,(7$7( GREDQGLW SULQ &RQYHQWLH FRWD
%
DFWXDOD 
 +,/,35(0,(5(67$7(6520$1,$65/&,)
$FW1RWDULDOQUGLQHPLVGH3HOL]DUX(OLVDEHWD$OH[DQGUD
VH QRWHD]D LQWHUGLFWLLOH GH LQVWUDLQDUH JUHYDUH GH]PHPEUDUH DOLSLUH
%
FRQVWUXLUH VL GHPRODUH
 %$1&$&20(5&,$/$520$1$6$&,)

$$$$$

$$$$$

&3DUWHD,,,6$5&,1,
QVFULHULSULYLQGGH]PHPEUÅPLQWHOHGUHSWXOXLGHSURSULHWDWH
GUHSWXULUHDOHGHJDUDQĥLHġLVDUFLQL

5HIHULQĥH



,QVFULV 6XE 6HPQDWXUD 3ULYDWD  QU &RQWUDFW GH /RFDWLXQH 1U  GLQ   LQFKHLDW LQWUH )%&
([FOXVLY &RPSDQ\ 65/ LQ FDOLWDWH GH SURSULHWDU VL %DQFD &RPHUFLDOD ,QWHVD 6DQSDROR 5RPDQLD 6$ LQ
FDOLWDWH GH ORFDWDU 
$$$$
VH QRWHD]D &RQWUDFWXO GH /RFDWLXQH 1U  GLQ 
LQFKHLDWLQWUH)%&([FOXVLY&RPSDQ\65/LQFDOLWDWHGHSURSULHWDUVL
& %DQFD&RPHUFLDOD,QWHVD6DQSDROR5RPDQLD6$LQFDOLWDWHGHORFDWDU
SHQWUX R SHULRDGD GH   VDVH DQL LQFHSDQG FX  SDQD OD
GDWD GH  LQ IDYRDUHD ORFDWRUXOXL
 %$1&$&20(5&,$/$,17(6$6$13$2/2520$1,$6$&,)



'RFXPHQWFDUHFRQĥLQHGDWHFXFDUDFWHUSHUVRQDOSURWHMDWHGHSUHYHGHULOH/HJLL1U
([WUDVHSHQWUXLQIRUPDUHRQOLQHODDGUHVDHSD\DQFSLUR

3DJLQDGLQ 
)RUPXODUYHUVLXQHD

&DUWH)XQFLDUÅ1U&RPXQD2UDġ0XQLFLSLX%XFXUHVWL6HFWRUXO
QVFULHULSULYLQGGH]PHPEUÅPLQWHOHGUHSWXOXLGHSURSULHWDWH
5HIHULQĥH
GUHSWXULUHDOHGHJDUDQĥLHġLVDUFLQL
$FW$GPLQLVWUDWLYQU&RQWUDFWGHORFDWLXQH1UGLQ LQFKHLDWLQWUH)%&([FOXVLY&RPSDQ\
65/LQFDOLWDWHGHSURSULHWDUVL%DQFD&RPHUFLDOD,QWHVD6DQSDROR5RPDQLD6$LQFDOLWDWHGHORFDWDU 
$$
VHQRWHD]D&RQWUDFWXOGHORFDWLXQH1UGLQLQFKHLDW
LQWUH )%& ([FOXVLY &RPSDQ\ 65/ LQ FDOLWDWH GH SURSULHWDU VL %DQFD
&RPHUFLDOD ,QWHVD 6DQSDROR 5RPDQLD 6$ LQ FDOLWDWH GH ORFDWDU
DVXSUD VXSUDIHWHL GH  PS FH XUPHD]D D IL XWLOL]DWD GH ORFDWDU
&
SHQWUX GHVIDVXUDUHD DFWLYLWDWLL EDQFDUH SUHFXP VL XQ QXPDU GH 
ORFXUL GH SDUFDUH VLWXDWH LQ H[WHULRUXO FODGLULL SH R SHULRDGD GH 
VDVH DQL LQFHSDQG FX GDWD GH  VL SDQD OD GDWD GH
 SHQWUX R FKLULH GH  (XUPS
 %$1&$&20(5&,$/$,17(6$6$13$2/2520$1,$6$&,)



,QVFULV6XE6HPQDWXUD3ULYDWDQU)1GLQHPLVGHLQFKHLDWLQWUH)%&(;&/86,9&203$1<65/VL
'(/7$+($/7+75$'(65/
$$
VH QRWHD]D &RQWUDFWXO GH LQFKLULHUH )1 LQFKHLDW LQWUH )%&
(;&/86,9 &203$1< 65/ LQ FDOLWDWH GH SURSULHWDU VL '(/7$ +($/7+
75$'(65/LQFDOLWDWHGHFKLULDVSHRGXUDWDGHDQLFDOFXODWDGH
&
OD GDWD SUHGDULL VSDWLXOXL LQFKLULDW DVXSUD XUPDWRDUHORU VXSUDIHWH GLQ
VSDWLXO LQFKLULDW 3DUWHU  PS (WDM   PS (WDM   PS
UHVSHFWLY R VXSUDIDWD WRWDOD GH  PS GLQ VSDWLXO LQFKLULDW
 '(/7$+($/7+75$'(65/&,)
$$&
VH QRWHD]D &RQWUDFWXO GH LQFKLULHUH )1 LQFKHLDW LQWUH )%&
(;&/86,9 &203$1< 65/ LQ FDOLWDWH GH SURSULHWDU VL 321'(5$6
+263,7$/65/ IRVWD'(/7$+($/7+&$5(65/ LQFDOLWDWHGHFKLULDV
SHRGXUDWDGHDQLFDOFXODWDGHODGDWDSUHGDULLVSDWLXOXLLQFKLULDW
&
DVXSUD XUPDWRDUHORU VXSUDIHWH GLQ VSDWLXO LQFKLULDW 3DUWHU 
PS (WDM   PS (WDM   PS (WDM   PS (WDM 
 PS (WDM   PS UHVSHFWLY R VXSUDIDWD WRWDOD GH 
PS GLQ VSDWLXO LQFKLULDW
 321'(5$6+263,7$/65/ )267$'(/7$+($/7+&$5(65/ &,)



,QVFULV 6XE 6HPQDWXUD 3ULYDWD  QU &RQWUDFW GH LQFKLULHUH GLQ   LQFKHLDW LQWUH )%& ([FOXVLY
&RPSDQ\65/LQFDOLWDWHGHSURSULHWDU'HOWD+HDOWK7UDGH65/LQFDOLWHGHFKLULDVVL3RQGHUDV+HDOWK6
5/ IRVWD'HOWD+HDOWK7UDGH65/ LQFDOLWDWHGHFKLULDV 
$$$$$
VH QRWHD]D GUHSW GH SUHHPWLXQH FRQIRUP DUW  GLQ &RQWUDFWXO GH
LQFKLULHUHGLQLQFKHLDWLQWUH)%&([FOXVLY&RPSDQ\65/
& LQFDOLWDWHGHSURSULHWDU'HOWD+HDOWK7UDGH65/LQFDOLWHGHFKLULDV
VL 3RQGHUDV +HDOWK 65/  IRVWD 'HOWD +HDOWK 7UDGH 65/  LQ FDOLWDWH
GH FKLULDV
 '(/7$+($/7+75$'(65/&,)
 321'(5$6+263,7$/65/ )267$'(/7$+($/7+&$5(65/ &,)



$FW$GPLQLVWUDWLYQUGLQ
$$$$$
VH QRWHD]D LQFKLULHUHD DVXSUD VSDWLXOXL LQ VXSUDIDWD GH  PS 
ORFXULGHSDUFDUHVSDWLLGHGHSR]LWDUHLQVXSUDIDWDGHPSVLLQ
&
VXSUDIDWDGHPSGLQLPRELOSHRSHULRDGDGHDQLLQFHSDQGFX
GDWDGHSDQDOD
 6&'$$6,03(;65/&,)
$FW$GPLQLVWUDWLYQUGLQ
VHQRWHD]DLQFKLULHUHDDVXSUDVSDWLXOXLLQVXSUDIDWDGHPSSH $$$$$&&

& R SHULRDGD GH  DQL LQFHSDQG FX GDWD GH  SDQD OD

 6&.,1(7,&632570(',&,1(65/&,)
$FW$GPLQLVWUDWLYQUGLQ
$$$$$
VH QRWHD]D LQFKLULHUHD DVXSUD VSDWLXOXL LQ VXSUDIDWD GH  PS
VLWXDWODHWDMXOUHSUH]HQWDQGVSDWLXGHELURXULVLORFXULGHSDUFDUH
&
VLWXDWHODVXEVROXOLPRELOXOXLSHRSHULRDGDGHDQLLQFHSDQGFXGDWD
GHSDQDOD
 6&723$1(/75$',1*3$1(/665/&,)



$FW$GPLQLVWUDWLYQUGLQHPLVGH235($%,$1&$$/,1$
$$$$$
6HLQGUHDSWDHURDUHDPDWHULDODGLQLQFKHLHUHDFXQUVXE
& &LQVHQVXOFDGXUDWDFRQWUDFWXOXLGHLQFKLULHUHHVWHSDQDODGDWDGH
VLQXSDQDFXPHURQDWDIRVWLQVFULVLQLWLDO
,QVFULV6XE6HPQDWXUD3ULYDWDQUGLQHPLVGH6&)%&([FOXVLY&RPSDQ\65/ $&WDGLWLRQDO
QUGLQODFRQWUDFWXOGHLQFKLULHUHQU 
$$$$$
& 6HQRWHD]DGUHSWXOGHLQFKLULHUHSHQWUXVXSUDIDWDGHPS
'RFXPHQWFDUHFRQĥLQHGDWHFXFDUDFWHUSHUVRQDOSURWHMDWHGHSUHYHGHULOH/HJLL1U
([WUDVHSHQWUXLQIRUPDUHRQOLQHODDGUHVDHSD\DQFSLUR

3DJLQDGLQ 
)RUPXODUYHUVLXQHD

&DUWH)XQFLDUÅ1U&RPXQD2UDġ0XQLFLSLX%XFXUHVWL6HFWRUXO
QVFULHULSULYLQGGH]PHPEUÅPLQWHOHGUHSWXOXLGHSURSULHWDWH
5HIHULQĥH
GUHSWXULUHDOHGHJDUDQĥLHġLVDUFLQL
LQFOX]DQG VSDWLLOH FRPXQH OD SDUWHU IRORVLWD FD VSDWLX FRPHUFLDO
LPSUHXQD FX GRXD ORFXUL GH SDUFDUH VXEWHUDQH VL  ORFXUL GH SDUFDUH
&
VXSUDWHUDQHSHRSHULRDGDGHDQLLQFHSDQGFXGDWDGH
SDQDODGDWDGH
 6&(/(&7521,&6683257',9,6,2165/&,)
,QVFULV6XE6HPQDWXUD3ULYDWDQUGLQHPLVGH6&)%&([FOXVLY&RPSDQ\65/
$$$$$
6H QRWHD]D GUHSWXO GH LQFKLULHUH SHQWUX VXSUDIDWD GH  PSLQ FROWXO
GLQVWDQJDDOWHUHQXOXLFXGHVFKLGHUHODWURWXDUXO%G1LFRODH&DUDPILO
&
VSUHVWU*KLR]GDQXOXLFRQIDQH[HLSHRSHULRDGDGHDQLLQFHSDQG
FXGDWDGH
 0$;-2<(85275$'(&21&(3765/&,)
,QVFULV6XE6HPQDWXUD3ULYDWDQUGLQHPLVGH6&)%&([FOXVLY&RPSDQ\65/ $FWDGLWLRQDOQU
ODFRQWUDFWXOGHLQFKLULHUHQU 
$$$$$
6H QRWHD]D GUHSWXO GH LQFKLULHUH SHQWUX  GH ORFXUL GH SDUFDUH 
& FRQIRUPVFKLWHLDQH[DWHSHRSHULRDGDGHDQLLQFHSDQGFXGDWD
GH
 )$673$5.,1*65/&,)



$FW1RWDULDOQUGLQHPLVGH3HOL]DUX(OLVDEHWD$OH[DQGUD
,QWDEXODUH GUHSW GH ,327(&$ 9DORDUH (85VL FHOHODOWH
& REOLJDWLL GH SODWD DIHUHQWH FUHGLWXOXL DVXSUD LPRELOXOXL FRQVWUXFWLLORU
LPEXQDWDWLULORU DFFHVRULLORU VL DPHOLRUDWLXQLORU DGXVH DFHVWXLD
 %$1&$&20(5&,$/$520$1$6$&,)

$$$$$



,QVFULV 6XE 6HPQDWXUD 3ULYDWD  QU $FW $GLWLRQDO QU OD &RQWUDFWXO GH ,QFKLULHUH QU GLQ 
HPLVGH)%&(;&/86,9&203$1<65/VL+,/,35(0,(5(67$7(6520$1,$65/$FW$GPLQLVWUDWLYQUGLQ
 HPLV GH )%& (;&/86,9 &203$1< 65/ ,QVFULV 6XE 6HPQDWXUD 3ULYDWD  QU  GLQ 
HPLV GH )%& (;&/86,9 &203$1< 65/
$$$$$
6H QRWHD]D GUHSWXO GH LQFKLULHUH SHQWUX  GH ORFXUL GH SDUFDUH 
FRQIRUP VFKLWHL DQH[DWH  DOWH  ORFXUL GH SDUFDUH  LGHQWLILFDWH
&
DVWIHO           VL   SH R
SHULRDGD GH  DQL LQFHSDQG FX GDWD GH 
 )$673$5.,1*65/&,)



,QVFULV6XE6HPQDWXUD3ULYDWDQU)1GLQHPLVGH'5,'8)$5065/
$$$$$
VH QRWHD]D &RQWUDFWXO GH VXELQFKLULHUH LQFKLULHUH LQFKHLDW LQWUH 6&
+($/7+ 75$'( 65// LQ FDOLWDWH GH FKLULDV  VL '5,'8 )$50 65/ LQ
& FDOLWDWHGHVXEFKLULDVSHRGXUDWDGHDQLFDOFXODWDGH
VL SDQD OD  DVXSUD VSDWLX LQ VXSUDIDWD GH  PS VLWXDW OD
SDUWHU
,QVFULV6XE6HPQDWXUD3ULYDWDQU)1GLQHPLVGH'5,'8)$5065/
$$$$$
VH QRWHD]D FRQWUDFWXO GH FHVLXQH D FRQWUDFWXOXL GH VXELQFKLULHUH
LQFKHLDW LQ GDWD GH  LQFKHLDW LQWUH '5,'8 )$50 65/ LQ
& FDOLWDWH GH FHGHQW 6,%3+$50$0(' 65/ LQ FDOLWDWH GH FHVLRQDU SULQ
FDUH FHGHQWXO FHVLRQHD]D FDWUH FHVLRQDU GUHSWXULOH VL REOLJDWLLOH FH
GHFXUJ GLQ FRQWUDFWXO GH VXELQFKLULHUH PHQWLRQDW
,QVFULV6XE6HPQDWXUD3ULYDWDQU321GLQHPLVGH6,%3+$50$0('
$$$$$
VHQRWHD]DFRQWUDFWXOGHQRYDWLHLQFKHLDWLQWUH'(/7$+($/7+75$'(
65/ VXEORFDWRU 6,%3+$50$0('65/ VXEORFDWDULQLWLDO VL6(16,%/8
& 65/ QRXOVXEORFDWDU SULQFDUH/RFDWDUXOLQLWLDOFHVLRQHD]DFDWUH1RXO
/RFDWDU  GUHSWXULOH VL REOLJDWLLOH FH GHFXUJ GLQ FRQWUDFWXO GH
VXELQFKLULHUH PHQWLRQDW

'RFXPHQWFDUHFRQĥLQHGDWHFXFDUDFWHUSHUVRQDOSURWHMDWHGHSUHYHGHULOH/HJLL1U
([WUDVHSHQWUXLQIRUPDUHRQOLQHODDGUHVDHSD\DQFSLUR

3DJLQDGLQ 
)RUPXODUYHUVLXQHD

&DUWH)XQFLDUÅ1U&RPXQD2UDġ0XQLFLSLX%XFXUHVWL6HFWRUXO

$QH[D1U/D3DUWHD,
7HUHQ

6XSUDIDĥD PS
2EVHUYDĥLL5HIHULQĥH
'LQDFWH
7(5(1,135235,(7$7(,PRELOWUDQVFULVGLQ&)2EWLQXWSULQDOLSLUH
0DVXUDWD
6XSUDIDĥDHVWHGHWHUPLQDWÅLQSODQXOGHSURLHFĥLH6WHUHR
1UFDGDVWUDO


'(7$/,,/,1,$5(,02%,/

'DWHUHIHULWRDUHODWHUHQ
1U
&UW



&DWHJRULH ,QWUD 6XSUDIDĥD
IRORVLQǝÅ YLODQ
PS
FXUWL
'$

FRQVWUXFWLL

7DUOD

3DUFHOÅ

1UWRSR







'DWHUHIHULWRDUHODFRQVWUXFĥLL
&UW

1XPÅU

$

&

$

&

$

&

'HVWLQDĥLH
FRQVWUXFĥLH
FRQVWUXFWLLGH
ORFXLQWH
FRQVWUXFWLLGH
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